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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Smithsonian Productions
Title: Productions
Dates: 1993-2001
Quantity: 1.5 cu. ft. (3 document boxes)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 06-274, Smithsonian Productions, Productions

Access Restriction
Special restrictions on use of these materials may apply. Listening copies are not currently available, but can be made for a fee, Transferring office; 4/10/2002 memorandum, Peters to SIA; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of audio recordings of the Bill and Mary Meyer Concert Series presented by the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery. Materials include original masters, session tapes, safety copies, and related materials. Materials also include programs for individual concerts, many with notes written by the engineer.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Concerts

Types of Materials:
Audiotapes
Compact discs
Manuscripts
Names:

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery (Smithsonian Institution)
Bill and Mary Meyer Concert Series
Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery.
Freer Gallery of Art.
Container Listing

Box 1

Meyer Concert Series, FR93OM001, 5/10/1993, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR93ST002, 5/10/1993, Dress Rehearsal, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR93ST002, 5/10/1993, Dress Rehearsal, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, FR93OM007, Cho Liang Lin (Violin), Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR94OM008, Marlboro II, 3/9/1994, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR94OM009, Marlboro III, 4/12/1994, Original Recording, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR94OM010, Marlboro I, 10/25/1994, Tape 1B, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR94OM011, Marlboro I, 10/25/1994, Master, Tape 2B, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR94OM012, The Shanghai Quartet, 10/16/1994, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS95OM0004, Rafael Druian, 9/30/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS95OM0005, Smithsonian Chamber Music Society, 12/16/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS95OM0006, Smithsonian Chamber Music Society, 12/17/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS95ST0007, Marlboro, 4/24/1996, Rehearsal, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM013, Pamela Frank (Violin) and Stephen Prutsman (Piano), 4/7/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM014, Marlboro III, 4/18/1995, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OS015, Marlboro III, 4/18/1995, Safety Copy, DAT
Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM016, Takacs Quartet, 5/2/1995, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM017, Judith Serkin and Friends, 10/17/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM018, Cleveland Quartet, 10/27/1995, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM019, Cleveland Quartet, 10/27/1995, Safety Copy, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM020, Cleveland Quartet, 10/27/1995, Safety Copy, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM021, Cleveland Quartet, 10/27/1995, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM022, Cleveland Quartet, 10/27/1995, Tape 2 of 2, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, FR95ST024, Lin Rehearsal Test, 11/28/1995, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM025, Marlboro I, 12/6/1995, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM026, Marlboro I, 12/6/1995, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95ST027, Marlboro, 12/6/1995, Rehearsal, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM028, Shanghai Quartet, 2/15/1996, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96OM0008, Smithsonian Chamber Music Society, 5/19/1996, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96ST0009, Shanghai Quartet, 10/15/1996, Rehearsal, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96OM0010, Shanghai Quartet, 10/15/1996, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96OM0011, Kyoko Takezawa (Violin), 11/8/1996, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96ST0012, Marlboro I, 11/19/1996, Rehearsal, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96OM0013, Musicians from Marlboro I, 11/19/1996, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96ST0014, Emmanuel Ax, 12/10/1996, Rehearsal, DAT
Meyer Concert Series, MS96OM0015, Emmanuel Ax and Yoko Nozaki, 12/10/1996, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS96OS0016, Emmanuel Ax and Yoko Nozaki, 12/10/1996, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR96OM029, Marlboro II, 3/4/1996, Original Master, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, FR96OM031, Emmanuel Ax, 3/14/1996, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR96OM032, Musicians from Marlboro III, 4/24/1996, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR96OM033, Musicians from Marlboro III, 4/24/2996, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, FR95OM0034, Musicians from Marlboro II, 2/24/1995, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0017, Musicians from Marlboro II, 2/18/1997, DAT

Box 2

Meyer Concert Series, MS97ST0018, Marlboro Rehearsal, 3/12/1997, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0019, Musicians from Marlboro, 3/12/1997, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97ST0020, Andre-Michel Schub, 3/18/1997, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0021, Andre-Michel Schub, 3/18/1997, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97ST0022, Nai-Yuan Hu, 4/22/1997, Rehearsal, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0023, Nai-Yuan Hu (Violin), 4/22/1997, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OS0024, Musicians from Marlboro III, 5/6/1997, Clone, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0027, 9/17/1997, Session Tape, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0028, The Shanghai Quartet, 10/21/1997, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0029, 11/9/1997, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS97OM0030, Musicians from Marlboro I, 11/12/1997, Original Master, DAT
Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0031, Fazil Say (Piano), 2/10/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0032, Musicians from Marlboro II, 2/24/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0033, Musicians from Marlboro II, 4/28/1998, Original Master, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0035, Takacs Quartet, Part II, 5/6/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98ST0036, Lin, Ni, and Tian, 1/29/1998, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0037, Lin, Ni, and Tian, 1/29/1998, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0038, Lin, Ni, and Tian, 1/29/1998, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0039, Brentano String Quartet, 3/24/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0040, Brentano String Quartet, 3/24/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0043, Musicians from Marlboro, 8/20/1998, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0044, Musicians from Marlboro, 8/20/1998, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0045, New Music from China, 11/15/1998, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0046, New Music from China, 11/15/1998, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS98OM0047, Shanghai Quartet, 12/9/1998, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OM0048, Yo-Yo Ma, Wu Man, Bright Sheng, and Wen Wang, 1/23/1999, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OM0049, Musicians from Marlboro II, 2/16/1999, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OM0050, Angela Hewitt, 3/11/1999, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OS0051, Lutes Along the Silk Road, 3/18/1999, Safety Copy, Tape 1 of 2, DAT
Meyer Concert Series, MS99OS0052, Lutes Along the Silk Road, 3/18/1999, Safety Copy, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OS0053, Musicians from Marlboro III, 4/13/1999, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OS0054, Neubauer and Garrett, 5/6/1999, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS99OS0055, Savitri, 5/19/1999, Dress Rehearsal, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, MS??OM0001, Sheag St. Quartet #3, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, Borromeo String Quartet, 10/13/1999, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Borromeo String Quartet, 10/13/1999, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro I, 10/27/1999, Original Master Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Gotham Musik, 11/15/1999, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Gotham Musik, 11/15/1999, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Takacs Quartet, 12/6/1999, Original Master Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Emmanuel Ax and Yoko Nozaki, 2/10/2000, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro II, 3/1/2000, Original Master Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro III, 3/22/2000, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Peter Schreier, 3/29/2000, Rehearsal, DAT

Box 3

Meyer Concert Series, Schreier (Tenor), 3/29/2000, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, The Shanghai Quartet, 4/19/2000, Safety Copy, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Takac Quartet, 10/10/2000, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro 50th Anniversary Concert, 11/7/2000, Tape 1 of 2, DAT
Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro 50th Anniversary Concert, 11/7/2000, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Windscape, 11/21/2000, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, 12/12/2000, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro, 1/31/2001, Original Master, Tape 1 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro, 1/31/2001, Original Master, Tape 2 of 2, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Musicians from Marlboro, 3/15/2001, Original Master, DAT

Meyer Concert Series, Shanghai Quartet, 4/10/2001, DAT


Meyer Concert Series, MS970025, Amrad Ali Khan, 5/17/1997, Tape 1 of 2, audiocassette

Meyer Concert Series, MS970026, Amrad Ali Khan, 5/17/1997, Tape 2 of 2, audiocassette

Meyer Concert Series, MS98DB0041, Archive, 5/20/1998, D8 cassette

Meyer Concert Series, Gotham Musik and Tan Dun Ghost Opera, 11/15/1999, Digital 113 cassette


Folder 1 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 1995

Folder 2 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 1996

Folder 3 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 1997

Folder 4 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 1998

Folder 5 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 1999

Folder 6 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 2000
Folder 7 Meyer Concert Series, Concert Programs and Engineers Notes, 2001